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REGISTER.

PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 28, 1906

,BIG STORM NOW RAGING
ANOTHER ACTION COLLECTION OF HOLES CUT IN
ON THE GULF COAST
FOR REHKOPF STATE LICENSE

VOL. 23, NUMBER 135

MUCH BLOOD
THE BRINES
ON CLOTHING

NEW ORLEANS REPORTED GREATLY DAMAGED BY TIDAL
WAVE, BUT REPORT LACKS
VERIFICATION — OTHER
CITIES ALONG GULF COAST ARE IN TRACK OF STORM-.r.:CTZAPH WIRES ARE DOWN AND ALL COMMUNICA7
TION CUT OFF.

BRETNEY
CO., OF .SPRING- AUDITOR'S AGENT TANNER
FIELD SUES FOR
SULligillit COUNTY
$3,111.
COURT ingpirsRDAY.

glovontY-five More Rolla _181._ Leather
Pound Yesterday for.the Kirk-.
pstric People.

,CONDMONS ARE NOT MOLAR TO
THE GREAT GALVESTON ST0161

IRT BEING DUMPED ON
I
TOP LUTHER MORRIS
FEARS THEY
OF CALDWELL STREET
ARE EVIDENCES OF SORE
CULVEP.T 'stove
CRIME.

WAITS THE WEISE
WILL TAKE SEVERAL
1 WOMAN REPORTS BOY
AND 11.110 PENALTY
WEEKS FOR COMPLETION'
BOTHERED HER WITH

The latest suit filed against the E. TFUC HIGHEST IS
AGAINST BRIDGE
WILL BE TORN AWAY
ISAAC COHEN A PAWNwire of the Postal Telegraph com- Rehloopf Sadslery Company is that of
"STIX" M'CORMICK ARRESTED
AS
SOON
AS EARTHEN FILL
H.
V.
Bretney
and
Company
of
BROKER.
pany to New Orleans failed and the
FOR CURSING SISTER, AND
IS
Springfiel
d, Ohio. This action is for
FINISHED.
city is now entirely cut off.
WANTS HER BOND.
$3,111.84 and instituted in the county
court in the nature of a "material
STORM
APPEARS GENERAL. lien."
/Laud Zook Filed Suit For Divorce
Inspector Elliott Has Communica- Joe
Against Edward Zook Yesterday
Potter, Colored, Had His Wheel
The action is for goods sold the
tion Telling Board It Is ImRaging Between Montgomery and
Stolen,
—I4g11
and Then the Orle He
News.
saddlery company by the plaintiff.
possible to Cut Force.
Gulf of Mexico.
Had Borrowed.
This was the first bill of goods Bretis • *
ney sold to Rehkopf, having just opLouisville, Ky., Sept.
27.—The ened an account with him. The ar•
In the county court yesterday L. P.
Gulf storm, which began to stow its ticles it is said,
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott has
Luther Morris, of 1703 Broad street,
•
reached here only a Tanner, the agent for State Auditor
W ashin gton, Sept. 27.—The
put men to work throwing dirt in
force last night, has destroyed all short while before the
Hager
notified
of
the police yesterday that
Frankfort
,
filed
suit
th:
assignmen
against
t
was
weather bureau today reported
wire communication to Mobile hiel tnade.
a number of Paducah firms on the hollow over the new concrete cul- while coming along about one mile in
•'..that the tropical disturbance
vert at Caldwell street Where Cross the woods on the other side of the
New Orleans and westward to at •IfeWleftiaz, morning Deputy Sheriff ground that the latter have not
paid
• has reached the Mississippi
creek
Mississipp
the
i
river.
license
Closes
intersect's, nea.- the Union de- Illinois Central railroad, outside MeThe
due
the
storm
Fortseln
appears
state
seized
conductfor
75 more rolls of
• and sooth-eastern Louisiana
general between Montgomery, Ala., leather for the Kirkpatrick company ing the respective businesses done pot. It will take many days to com- chanicsburg, that he found a bundle
• coasts, where it is central this
of women's clothing lying on the
and the Gulf of Mexico. There has of Pitil=hia, these additional rolls by the different conoerns. The ac- plete the fill.
• morning as -a storm of great
been no communication with New being
While the culvert of concrete was ground, besmeared with considerable
stored at the Cohankus tions are against the following parseverity. Reports front Mobile
Orleans since midnight, the last word factory cut Ninth and Boyd streets, ties, while the sum mentioned is the being constructed in the creek hol- blood. He looked them over, and for
and Pensacola are missing by
f-om there being to the effect that where bin"' found the first Too rolls amount of license due from them for low, the wooden bridge above it was fear that something may have occur• reason of the general prostraone suburb had been damaged some- also sold by Kirpatrick to Rehkopf. this year: Paducah Commission Com- allowed to stand at the street level red, notified the authorities.
• tion of telegraph wires in the
The police tave no jurisdiction outwhat by the wind and by a sudden On the deputy sheriff finding these pany and Henry J. Arenz, $25; Na- so people could pass back and forth
• storm-swept territory.
side the city, so none of the men
High
tional Credit Company, $2oo; Isaac %bile
75
rolls,
he
took
possessio
n,
but
the
rise
the
of
four feet in Lake Poncharimprovement was progress- could
• winds and rain prevail over
Cohen, $5oo; Paducah Advancing ing
train. Water is reported four feet Starks-Unman Saddlery Company exbelow. Now the culvert being matter.be sent out to look into the
Company
Alabama.
Mississippi
,
$zoo;
It is probable though that
and
Paducah
ecuted
bond and prevented the_goodis
Loan Corn- finished, big
ci ep in the streets of Moss Point,
/ 4'
holes have been cut in they are some
Southern Louisiana, a maxifrom bekeig moved. Starks-Ullman pany $2oo; Moss and Company, $2oo; the
discarded garments,
Miss., the high wind blowing the
bridge and the wagons drive right and no evidence
• mum velocity of 48 Miles an
of bloody murder
claim ttey have bought the goods Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company, up
e,„„
over the holes and let the dirt
water in from the Gulf.
$225.
• hour from the northwest being
Boys Bothered Her.
from Rehkopf.
• reported this mottling from
Captain Frank Harlan, of the police
The Paducah Commission Com- dump through same and down on top
Gale slowing.
pany
• New Orleans.
conducts a market speculating sf the culvert, in the hollow under- force, received an unusual complaint
At 2:30 this morning communicaThe tropical
business on Broadway near Fourth neath. Continual dumping of this yesterday, and it is quite laughable
• disturbance will probably move
t.on was restored for a moment with
street,
with Henry Arenz as proprie- e,:rth graduwally fills up the hollow also to the auditor, but possibly not
• northward during the next
Mobile, who reported a gale blowtor.
The
credit, advancing and loan above the culvert, and when the so much to the aggrieved party. The
• twenty-four hours and cause
ring with rain falling intorrents and
companie
together with Moss and dirt gets up to the street level the captain was sitting at his desk when
s,
• general rains east of thc Misrapidly falling barometer.
company, do a money lending busi- 'bridge will be torn away, gravel put the telephone rang and he answered
The Evening Post received the fol• sisaippi and south of the Ohio.
ness. Isaac Cohen does a pawnbrok- an top the fill and there left for the it. Some woman informed him that a
lowing at io:35 a. ne from its New
• attended by high winds in the
certain family down on Bernheina avers business, while the license from public an unbroken street, devoid
• Wiser Mississippi valley, the
of
York correspondent:
enue had two boys who devoted their
the
brewery
is
that
collected
all
off
bridges
and
hollows.
• east gulf states and probably
"While there are reports of flooded
entire time to going up and down the
outside industries of this character,
Mr.
MRS.
Elliott
EDNA
believes
BROWN
it
will take
COULD that
• t ennessee.
streets in New Orleans, it is not
open in this state.
several weeks to make the fill above street loudly ringing a huge cow bell
NOT GET HER TRUNK AND
•
thought that any serious damage has
Storm warnings are dis'that could be heard for blocks The
Agent Tanner claims these concerns the culvert on
CLOTHING.
• played on the Atlantic coast
'account of the long complaini
been caused there by the Gulf storm.
ng lady said it put everyhave not paid this year's license, and distance the
dirt has to be hauled. body
• from Norfolk to Jacksonville,
At the offices of the Illinois Central
in addition to the sums mentioned,
in the neighborhood on edge,
• and on the gulf coast from
today it was said that although reand caused many nervous prostrations
Asics ,lor the 30 per cent penalty
• New Orleans to the northern
ports were current of breaking levees Officers Made Up Money to Pay the which goals to the agent for enforcing
the
continual clanging and jingling of
Reduce Number of Men.
the bell, and she wanted the police to
• portion of the western Florida
and high winds, no serious damage • Bill, Rather Than Have Her Go
*e collection.
Street
Inspector
_Alonzo Elliott is come down and
• coast
to Court About It.
has been done in New Orleans. This
Judge Lightfoot has not yet set the of the opinion
arrest the boys, as
that the city cannot their parents would
•
date upon which these suits will be reduce
do nothing to
'information came to the Illinois Cenits number of employes upon them.
itried, but expects to do so today the
tral officials over a wire from the
street department on account of
The oaptain promised to send an ofAtlanta, Ga . Sept. 27.—VaIth the New Orleans Cotton Exchange to
The attaches of the sheriff's office sometime.
it taking all his available nien to
ficer, but being a boy once himself,
exception of one telegraph wire from the New York Cotton Exchange."
Wants Divorce.
and others, yesterday came to the
keep
the
public
thoroughfares and then also very busy at the time,
Maud Zook yesterday filed suit in cleaned,
here to New Orleans, via BirmingCommunication was had with New rescue of Mrs. Edna Brown of Chatand make what repairs are he naturally forgot about the matter.
ham, which works spasmodically and Orleans for a few moments at 10:45 tanooga, Tenn., by giving her money the circuit court against her husband absolutely
necessary.
It was about the most extraordinary
is most unsatisfactory, all communi- a. m. The telegraph operator there with which to pay her board bill and Edward Zook, asking that she be
The board of works ordered him to complaint ever lodged at the police
cation with that city has been cut ieported that the wind was blowing recover possession of her trunk and granted ia divorce from him on the cut down the
number of employes to headquarters.
off by the storm now raging along about 4R miles an hour, but that the c:othing that has been held by Mr. ground that be deserted her Septem- the mintnum, and
Arrested For Cursing.
he has let four
the north shore of the Gulf of centre of the storm was east of New Purton, the lower Court street board- ber 24th, ttos. They married' June men go, but says
it is virtually im- "Stix" McCormick went to the
and,
1905.
Mexico. In the direction of Mobile Orleans and that the city of New ii e house man, to secure her debt,
possible for him to get along with home of his sister on Adams near
Realty Trawlers.
and Pensacola communication is im- Orleans had not suffered any serious for board.
any less. This leave, him with about Second street yesterday afternoon,
Property
Kinkead
has
street
on
possible_ Not a word has been res damage, nor had there been any loss
The woman's husband was killed
fifteen men altogether, and he is of and cursed and abused everybody so
ceived from that section of the coun- of life as far as reported. It is con- rear Chattanooga, Tenn., June Ise, bees sold by Gip Husbands to C W. the opinion that
it takes every single that Officer Johnson had • to arrest
try since last night. There have been sidered probable in New Orleans and she came to this city afterwards. Daugherty for $15o and the deed lodg- one of them for
the cleaning and re- him. After being locked up McCoryesterday
for record in the countx
numerous rumors of great and ex- that the storm hit the Mississippi Lecoming peniless, she appealed to ed
miok had the gall to want to telepair
work.
clerk's office.
The inspector has written a com- phone for his sister to come and go
• tensive damage by wind and tidal coast and Mobile hard. but there was the officers who sent her to ChatProperty in the Taylor and Moc.his bond, so he could secure his rewaves, but so far there has been no nothing to confirm this. The wire tanooga, but she shortly returned
quot addition has been bought by munication which he will submit to lease. He
is still in his cell.
net fications of any of these stories. fa:led at this juncture.
here. She stopped at Burton's, and Christ Berger for $475 from J. C. Og- the board of works when that
body
Trouble
With Ballowe.
aoipatch reesiveil by the Postal
having
money
no
to pay her bill, had Zen.
meets again,.and in which document
Traffic Blocked.
Samuel
Barker
of Tenth and HusTelegraph company from New Orhe point; out to them the imprac- band streets was
Discontinue Road.
Gen Manager Evans of the L. & to get out and leave her trunk and
arrested by Officer
leans resorts that a seve.e storm.
clothing
there to secure the debt. • The county judge yesterday ordered ticability of effecting a reduction in Senser. on the charge of knocking
N. has received reports from division
which set in last nght, is stiil ragRev. Chiles took charge of her, and that there be discontinued hereafter the department. He. thinks the leg- down
hTh.
w Dock Ballowe and also cursing
ing, but makes na mention of any superintendents on his road, indicat- she wanted Justice Emery to giver the Clark Line road. in the county, islative authorAtie
o when they set
ng
a
very
serious
storm
south
of
damage there. It declares, however,
her a writ of possession for her from the intersection of the Cifholson azide. the first of this year, the
Lynn Knocked Down.
that commumeation with Mobile and Greenville, Ala. The high wind has trunk and outfit sa she could re- road and Lovelaceville and Metropolis amount of money to
A warrant wa; issued yesterday
be spent by each
blown
trees
across
the
tracks,
dePensacola is impossible from trere
gain possession, but rather than have road
municipal department, allowed en- against Peter Griffin, charging hem
All stroying telegraph %sires and inter- any trouble the attaches around
WS from points furtlrr llorth•
tirely
Licensed
Marry.
to
too small an amount for the with knocking down Harvey Lynn at
the
feeing seriously with the operation
telephone as well as telegraph wires
office made up the $3 needed to get
The county clerk yesterday issued street department, as shown by the the Kentucky saloon on Second and
of trains.
no
are reported down and therc
a marriage lioense to E. W. Rudolph, fact that all the appropriations have Kentucky avenue
A passenger train due in Mont- the outfit back.
present way of gettit.g at the actual
aged 42 years of the city, and Birdie been used up, $1,500 expended In exThe
Two Wheels Lost.
woman
will
now
be
sent
to
gomery,
Ala.. at 6 o'clock this mornconditions along the eastern ansi
county.
The
Jones,
the
aged
of
18
Jotter,
Joe
a small colored' boy,
Nashville,
cess,
as
her
and
brother-i
there
n-law
are over three more
has
ing did not arrive until nearly I , the
northeastern gulf shores.
young lady has no parents, and being
notified Captain Harlan yesterday
yet
before
the
first
delay being caused by numerous arranged for passage for her to that under legal age. Public Administrator months
Latest Advices.
of next year, ..rior to which time that some one optic his own bicycle,
stops to remove threes from the city on the Buttorff.
Fe/ix G. Rudolph qualified as her no appropria
and he borrowed the wheel of anThe latest adv.:es received from tracks.
tion can be made.
guardian and then gave his consent
this one
other, when the thief got
Aid
Mr.
Elliott says he like all others,
PACKERS WOULD SETTLE
New Orleans by the I- ;al weather
for the license to be issued.
lalso.
thinks that the blame rests with the
bureau do not :ndirals alarming con$600s000 DAMAGE SUITS
Mare Missing.
A colored couple issued a license
councilmen and aldermen, and not
ditions in that city. The wind at that
TEMPORARY OFFICES.
Bowman
and/
aged 23
was Frank
R. R. Lynch of the Sharpe neighProsecuting Attorney of Little Rock, Susie Fitzgerald, aged 18 of the city. the board of works, as the former. borhood of the county, telephoned the
time was blowing 36 miles an hour,
the first of the year heraled to the police yesterday that his mate was
Ark., Con?este--Conferenee.
Apiving declined to that speed from Colonel Decker Opened Headquarters
Power of Attorney.
on Meyers Street Yesterday.
.48 Miles. The cenue of the storm
A document was filed with the community the low figures they were missing and he thought some one may
Little Rock. Ark., Sept. 27.—Prose- clerk werein John T. Lane, of Wil- allowing for expenses, thereby un- have stolen it.
was apparently Somewhat east of
Colonel A. J. Decker yesterday cuting Attorney Lewis Rhoton left son, Kansas, conferred power of at- wise reductions embarrass the differ.4sliew Orleans in the dirt:cti m of Mo,bile. The barometer at New Orleans opened offices in one of the frame tonight for Chicago .to confer with tornew upon W. A. Berry, to release ent departments, the council and
SMALL WRECK.
is unusually low, being at 29.26--al- buildings across the street from Dr. Attorney General Rogers of Arkan- a hen Lane held upon Paducah prop- s/derman want the board of works
Ibm•11••••••••••
Jessie
Gilbert's
drug store on Mayers sas and attorney's representing the erty to insure him against deferred to atop everything except what is ab- Track Blocked For Many Hours at
most three-fourths of an inch below
normal—and the gradient of the air street, just across the bridge in Me- Jarge packing firms of that city with payment owing by the party to whom solutely necessary, and thereby put
Grave Switch by Collision.
the blame apon the &hot:deft of the
pressure is so steep t‘at high windt chanicsburg He opens these tem- the view of compromising the suits he sold the property.
porary quarters until there can be brought
Notary Public.
Yesterday afternoon a rear end collatter.
by the state of Arkansas for
,anay be exoetted along the coast dur•
rebuilt his buildings that were burned
Lizzie Gourley qualified before the
lision happened up at Gravel Switch,
alleged violations of the anti-trust
lag the remainder of today and the day
before, they being the ones law.
just beyond the Tennessee river on
Rogers has been in Chicago county court as a notary public.
through the night.
occupied by the MicKinnie Veneer
FALLS WITH A CRASH.
the Louisville division, and a number
for ten days. Mr. Rhoton says sevConditions as yet are not similar and Package
Company before that
of cars were ditched and track torn up
to those surrounding the great storm concern
quit business. When finish- eral of the packing firms and the
Religious Sect Holds Conference
Six People !ojured in Collapse of in such a manner that the passenger
National Biscuit company are anxious
which wrecked Galveston on Septem- ed they will be .occupied
Bloomington, Ill., Sept. 27.—The
by the new
train due in at 6 o'clock yesterday'
Building n Memphis.
„ter 8, loom , The barometer in that cereal plant to be started. Mr. Deck- to compromise. The state 'is asking hfemionite-Amish conference of the
•
afternoon aid not get here until it:40
for
damages amounting to more than United States opened near Roanoke
-CitY just prior to the coming of the er saved all his office effects and yesMemroute
to
en
last
o'clock
night
Memphis, Sept. 26.—The building
Worm registered 28.50—as far below terday found no insurante was car- '$600,000.
today wilt 700 delegates present and
phii.
the present pressure at New Orleans ried upon the destroyed structures.
will last three days. Two large tents at 95 South Main street. occupied by
No one was hurt during the wreck,
—James McLaughlin, gardener for have been erected for the meetings. I. Ginnochio, a- saloonist, collapsed
as that is today below normal. From
hut considerable damage done to the
shortly before i o'clock yesterday.
the I. C., railroad on the Louisville
• ,all information Obtainable by the
rolling stock.
—The city finance committee will
division, has resigned to go with the
Six people were taken from the
local weather bureau the storm is ex- not
meet tonight, at the regular time,
Zradner,
acrobat
—Fred
with the debris in an injured condition, one
N., U. & St. L. railroad next week
pected to move eastward across the cn
—The city Democratic coin/niters
account of Mayor Yriser and
and build parks at each station be- Barnum & Bailey circus, was ,ad- seriously. There was no loss of life. meets tonight at the City HaB tø
soothern part of this state 'and then Auditor
Kirkland being out of the
tween here and Paris, Term., for the mitted to the city hospital yesterday The crash came without warning and canvass the vote in the prbaIIMIMof
sweep up the Atlantic coast.
The city.
attracted a large crowd to the scetie. September 27th.
with appendicitis.
N., C. & St. L.
(The Register tried to verify the
rumors of the damage done by the
great storm on the gulf coast, but up
to press time this morning the wires
were not working even as far as Nashville, Tenn., end it seems that the
stOrm;is moving in a north-sesterly
direction.—Managing Editor.)

•

PLIGHT OF
POOR WOMAN

.11••••••

•

4

•

BELL

V

ARD MAN ON THE ELEVEN STATES
ATLANTA RIOTS
HOLD Mi

RECRUITS FOR ARMY
PRISECUTOR
lan UNDER CHArES
NOT MANY APPLICATIONS AT
ELmmnom TULA

riiiiiINistarmiarsimmismswasiso
Strong

Fresh

,1Jacloson, Miss., Sept. zi.—Gov. Vaia and- the pursuit of happiness, but he
idlaman received two telegrams from ihas no political rights that any white
Ths port of Nen Who A,re be EviOhio papers asking his opinion on ;man is called upon to respect. He is AIND NOMINATE CANDIDATES GOOD GOVERNMENT
dence at the Government EnLEAGU
E
FOR THE UNITED STATES
the riots at Atlanta and for a sug- wholly unfit to perform properly the
BRINGS 156 ACCUSATIONS
listing Office and Their
gestion as to the remedy. In reply functions of citizenship in a repubSENATE.
AGAINST JOHNSON.
Number.
the governor formulated and sent out lic. And if the fifteenth amendment
Are a revelation of richness
the following to the two papers:
should be repealed and the states
"RecruitingT" The kezzrcl major
and delicious to the housewife
who has charge of tire r
"In answer to your first question, where the negroes live in large num- More Than One-Third of Vacancies Editor Presents
ag office
the Matter and on
'How can we escape such spectacles bers could enact laws suited to his
Third
Occurring Next Year Will Be
wrestle
swarm &tonna in his
Johnston's Former Assistant
who has already used"ordinary"
swivel chair. "This is the lull seaas that of Atlanta? Cannot terror of peculiar nature, a great deal of the
Filled by the People.
Takes
it
up.
son for reerulting. There is so
Spices.. Our spices are pure,
the law and stern justice be made friction between the races would be
other
time o: situ) year when there ere so few
just as effective as the terror of riot- removed.
and fresh, having the strength,
''It is passing strange to me that
ing and mob rule?'
enlistments."
The sentiment in favor of the elecSt. Louis, Sept. 27.—One hundred
the
thinking
"For
people
aroma
what
and fine flavors which
of
reason?
the North, tion of United States
Oh, the election,
"It can be, provided the fifteenth
senators by the and fifty-six charges of misconduct I think. The
men can get more work
amendment shall be repealed and the should be so ignorant of the negro people, -which has seemed
nature alone can give. Use
so far off in office and failure to perform his and better pay outside
fourteenth modified so as to permit as a race. If they will only study to many advocates of that plan
just new, so
duty
were
bemade
against
Prosecut
they
ing
him
are
as
he
is
not
them
in
Hayti and Cuba and cause it would
in your canning pickling
so anxious to join the
the people of Georgia to legislate to
require an amendment Attorney Rowland L. Johnston, of St. army."
suit the moral qualities and intellect- the West India islands, and then come to the constitution in order to put it Louis
and
preservi
ng.
county, yesterday.
"Then it Isn't always patriotism
ual acquirements of the negro. The South and study him here, I do not into effect, has been realized by
The
the
charges
were
made
that
by
makes them enlist?"
the
white intanes civilization cannot be believe it would be a half decade be- action taken in more than a dozen Good
Government
The kindly faced °Meer shook his
suited to the low-browed, veneered, fore they- would join with me in cor- states, says the Washington Star. by W. M. Pinson League, sworn to
and presented by head, relates the New York Times.
semi-savage negro. When you under- recting the greatest blunder of the The people of these states, after talk- Attorney
J. C. Kielcaddon. The latter
"No. Sometimes it's because they're
last
century
repealin
by
g
the
fifteenth
take it you demoralize the white man
ing about the election of senators by said he had been
at work for a out of work and hard up. Others join
and spoil the negro. The civiliza- amendment.
popular vote, without result, deter- month gathering
the evidence. Pin- the army through love of adventure,
tion of the negro lasts just os long as "'What can the thinking people, in mined to secure the benefit of,their son is a
member
of the Good Gov- but there are some," the aghting
DRUG GIST
sympath
y
with
the
real
conditions fac- Contention at once by holding
he is under the control of the white
primary ernment League and editor of time Ina* MUG Oil kindled; "tbere
are
man who inettkated -it -When -left-to ing Snit countrymen,ia.the South,- do elections before the •rateting - of their Citizen,
its Oayton organ.
some who join for love of country."
'
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
himself he as naturally drifts back to aid in the settlement of this great legislatures.
The charges weer presented to
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
question
?'
to the barbarism of the jungle as a
During the past summer primary Judge MicElhinney
in his private of- looked nearer 17 than 20, entered the
"I have already a)
Pwered that. If elections were held in
hog or a dog will go wild if removed
eleven
southfice
after
court
had
adjourned for the room. He had passed the
the
people
of
the North will read an ern states for the
from restraint and control by a huselection of United day. It was then after 5 o'clock, and examination and safely run physical
article written by Hon. Charles Frad- States
the VIZIman tieing.
senators by the people and the he announced that he would
not take let of the other departments and had
vis Adams of Boston, published in the legislatu
res of these states will mere- up the matter until today or
"The crime of rape is the brutal
tomor- at last reached the final court. The
Mlay (1906) Century, 'Reflected Light ly ratify the
manifestation of the negros aspiraaction of the people by row.
recruiting officer looked the boy over
from Africa,' and profit by reading it, formally
electing the men who have
tion for social equality. To suppress
The charges, according to Kiskad- with a military keenness that was not
they will be of great assistance to the thus been
designated. These states don, constitute mallesance, misfeas- unkindly.
that aspiration it is therefore necespeople of the South by joining with are Alabama
sary to separate the races in schools,
, Arkansas, Florida. ance and nonfeasance in office. Judge
"Your age?" he asked, in a brisk
them
in
an
effort to change the con- Georgia, Kentucky,
in politics, on railroads and street
Louisiana, Mis- McElhinney is requested to appoint tone.
stitution of the United States so that sissippi,
cars, in churches and in industrial
South Carolina, Tennessee, an attorey to draw up informations
"Twenty-one," luiswered the boy.
this race question can be properly Texas and
Virginia In most of these on which the charges can be prosepursuits as much as possible. The
"Will your parents certify to that?"
treated
by
the
lawmaki
ng
bodies
of
cases the legislature has not yet act- cuted. Convention
difficulty in punishing the negro for
9 have none," sad the youth, steadon the first ofdifferent
the
states.
If
that is not ed, but no doubt is expresse
rape is that he always assaults his
d that fense would entail a forfeiture of his tip', but with a nervous lingerie& of his
victim in such a sly and stealthy way, done, if the fifteenth amendment shall they will elect in accordance with the office.
soft hat. "I'm an orphan."
not
be
repealed
,
the
friction
existing
expressed wish of the people. Oreunder cover of darkness, that it is alThe officer asked ItIm several other
One
hundred
twenty-t
and
hree
between
the races now will increase gon and Illinois
most impossible to identify him. Ninehave
question
practical
s and brought the tateretwer
ly
charges
are
wilful
of
neglect
in failtenths of the negroes, regardless of as the years go by. As the disposition adopted the same plan fr the elec- ing to prosecute persons charged with to an abrupt close.
which
the
older
negro inherited from tion of their senators.
their station or vocation in life, sym"I can't take you in to-day," he paid,
violating the Sunday 'closing and
NEWOf the thirty vacancies occurring dramshop laws, after affidavit and and as the boy's face clouded, he
pathize with the brute in his aspira. his ancestors to submit to white doms
addination
shall
be
eliminat
ed by edu- next year in the senate more than
tion for social equality, and while
ed:
"Bring
certifica
a
tions
informat
ions
as
regularl
had
been
to
y
made
your
'they would not perpetrate the crime, cation, the negro will insist upon po- third will have been selected by the and drawn.
age and character and a recommendathey will give the criminal all the pro- litical equality. Following that, of people in primary elections. The intion from the last man for whom you
Twelve
charges
to
failure
relate
to
course,
social equality. The white dications are that
OLDtection from the penalty of the law
this plan for the prosecute alleged bookmakers after worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
within their power. The penalty for man will not consent to that, and if choosing of senators will be adopted affidavits had been made against them enlist you to-morrow."
this crime is going to be inflicted by necessary to prevent it the whole ne- in many other states and that with- by the St. Louis police at the time
"It's his age," explained the major.
gro race will be exterminated, and it in a few years
the mob. The man z
the practical operation the Delmar race track was being raid- "He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
,
hose daughter,
ought
to
be
extermin
ated if it be of the election of senators by the peowife or friend is outraged by one of
"But can't boys of 18 ennstr
ed under orders from Governor Folk.
these brutes will not consent to have necessary in order to preserve the in- ple will have been put into effect.
'Certain
ly, but not without their
Four
of
the
chages elate to an althe victim brought into the court tegrity of the white race. It is one There will then be an opportunity to leged failue to prosecute persons parents' consent. They have te bring
room and kefore a gaping crowd de- of the distinctive characteristics of see how The new system works in charged with selling liquor without papers from their pereafti and letters
the Anglo-Saxon race that he has re- comparison with
tail the sfffry of her ruined life.
the old so far as a license. These persons are alleged of recommendation before we'll take
fused to amalgamate with an inferior, the ability of the
men secured for to have operated saloons under the them."
"It is most regrettable. I wish it and that fact
accounts for the strength these high positions is
"And married men?"
concerned.
were different, but I have not one and virility
guise of social clubs.
of the race. To that fact
While the legislators would not be
"Generally speaking, In tiara/ oi
word of censure for the man who we are indebted
There
are
sixteen
charges
havof
for the civilization of legally bound by the action
peace they're barred. Unless the coloof the ing accepted fees illegally.
kills that character of destroyer of the twentieth century,
for the liter- primary, there is a moral obligati
nel of some regiment is tilling to take
his home. But whatever I may think ature
on
of the Englist-speakieg people, to act in accordance with
a married man It is agatast the revs.
the will of
about it, or others say, he is going for
DIAMONDS OUT OF SPACE.
the marvelous discoveries in sci- the people expressed
lations to enlist him. Yen understand
at the primary
to kill the brute.
ence and inpentions in mechanics. It election that is
not apt to be over- Samples Mined on Earth Fragments there's no provision made by the gov
"The people of the South have been may be a cruel process, but it is a fact
ernment for the support of the fem.
turned by any party in power in a
of Immense Meteorites.
most generous to the negro. They and I dare say there is no self-respecttiles of soldiers. The men eannot live
have given him an opportunity for ing white man with a spark of race legislature.
That run-down, tired feeling is the
with their families, and it Is out of
diamond
The
only real perfect
'
education by establishing schools; pride in his makeup who would have
the
question
to
move
them
STABS
about
HIMSE
LF WITH
the first symptom of MALARIA., take
which are to be found on :his globe
they have given him remunerative it otherwise, even though it resulted.
SAFETY PIN AND DIES are those which fall from the sky in country, so the benediets are practic.
employment—in a word, he has been in the extermination of every inferior
meteorites; all diamonds which are ally barred from the reeks.
better treated than any laborer on race on the globe. You can not solve
"Yes, indeed, they sometimes slip
earth, paid more, given more, while this problem along humanitarian lines, Ohio in First Tries to End Life by mined in the diamond fields of the
They deeert their wives, and
In.
Cutting
His
Throat.
world are only fragments •,f gems.
he (the negro) has given less in re- .but it must be upon rigid scientific
That is a startling stat ment, but think they can escape in that way.
turn. I believe in protecting the ne- principles. The sooner that fact is
Cleveland, 0., Sept. 27.—After cut* a still more startling one is that all And some of them. if they get tired of
gro in the enjoyment of life, liberty recognized the better for both races."
ting his throat with a paring knife the diamonds to be found on this army life, or think they are in any
and fighting off his relatives, doctors planet have fallen on the earth from danger, resurrect their wives. as It
and ambulance attendants, Frank the skies and have not, as most per- were, and use them as an excuse for
Klapse, a Ihoemaker in Collinwood, sons suppose, been produced there their discharge from the service,
tried to jab a safety pin into his heart like coal and other mineral products. Then they are dishonorably discharged for having enlisted by fraud. The specific
this afternoon.
for all malaria.
Yet this is the latest !scientific asHere
"Most of the applicants prefer the
While the doctors were trying to sertion with regard to the world's
Infantry
and artillery to the caealry cured others Will cure you.
save his life he begged to be allowed stock of the precious stones. The
to die. He had been despondent be- whole stock of the Kimberly mines, because there is much less work in
cause of ill health. He was over- with their unknown resources, and all the first two. A cavalryman his to
Price so Cents Per Be:.
There is many a man today who less difficult to make than the pessi- powered and removed
take care et his horse as well as his
hospital.
to
a
the
gems
characte
of
this
be
to
r
c nooses a sol;tary course because, in mist would have believed.
While there, he tore the dressings found in any part of the planet—all equipments; he has the work of the
his estimation, matrimony is too exInfantryman and about as much again.
The average woman is fitted to be- from hie throat, seized a big safety have fallen
from space a: some time On the field, when camp is pitched,
pensive, says the Madisonville Hus- come a good helpmate. Nature makes pin and stabbed
himself repeatedly in or other.
I.wain her domesticated, anxious for her the left side.
tler.
be haa to look out for his horse before
He was again overSomewhere in the illenitable dis- he can attend to his
His argument is the well threNe'a husbancVs welfare, kind and unself- powered, but not
own wants. The
in time, as he died tance there is a vast diamond factory, artillery
otters the most advantages.
out and too generally adopted one ish. Give nine out of ten the oppor- from loss of
blood.
the only place where perfect gems are The men like to be stationed at home
that the girls of this country expect ,tunity to prove this assertion and
*pcodouced. The first piece of evidence here along the coast, where most
too much for the ordinary individual they will prove it to the absolute satof
Excursions from London to Paris is that the whole of the rock in which the artillery Is.
to supply: that they must begin where isfaction of the most exacting husand return ,allowing fourteen hours Kimberly gems are found is similar
DRUG STORK.
"On an average in this office we
their parents left off, with at least bands.
in Paris, are advertised at $3.61
to nothing else on earth; it his been have from 1,200 to 1,500 enlistments a
one house in the country as well as
The chicanery of the lodging house
given a distinguishing name (kimber- year. For the pest few years San Seventh and Jackson Se, Phone 237.
one in town; a locomobile as well as keeper, and her thief of a cat, are the
ly)
and it corresponds exactly with Francisco has broken the record for
a motor car or cars, and a private inducements held out in favor of early
matter 'of which meteorites are enlistments, but that Is because there
the
therance
banking account for dress and other matrimony to the young man who is
of his career as the busiare more reenlistmenta there than
expenses that run perilously near four wavering as to whether he will take ness man's existence in his office, a composed.
In plain language, the whole of that anywhere else. All the soldiers
wife is a possession that he cannot
figures
;upon himself new responsibilities or ,wife
With a shrug of his shoulders he ,not. This is a feeble argument in its
to be without. The well-ap- vast mass of rock fell on earth from brought bark from the Philippine,4
pushes all thought of marriage into If:Ivor, and one that is a libel to the pointed home, the cleverly managed the skies at some late period of the land in San Franeisco, and the great
servants, the delightfully arranged en- worldes formation. This is rather ritrnber of tho31 who again enter the
'
3 the background of his mind, and re- (genus landlady.
tertainments giver' by the rising law- staggering, but it must be remember- army enlist In the western city."
solves not to think of it again until
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Dates
But while landladies are not all dis- yet's wife,
and the coming surgeon's, ed that there is a mountain in Arihe is in the forties and master of a big
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tends its baleful influence over all lives in apartmnete.
The man who means to ascend the his ambition,
sorts and conditions of men. It is a
a characteristic he 'may origin. Further, the diamond crys- It then made Its way to the stamp de- trip rate $6.95.
bogy that is a real menace to the ladder of life can most decidedly not fanty he does not possess, and works tals are formed like no others that partment. The turtle had enough
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change in their existence in case it
plan out their mode of expenditure to then IS his need for assistan
cooled quite author. "He's the only peripo# who fatfou of Fire engineers. Dates of
ce just as be very hot and then
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e he owes his suddenly; nothing else will
Little do they guess what a difference shrewdn
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or how much fuller and more really
"Of course I will dance with you,
surprise their hiisbande by their caMatrimony ought to be more of a
contented their lives would become. pacity
but if you dent' mind ,wont' you
Meat
Discarde
and
d.
businesslike proclivities.
joint stock affair, and there would be
i Though careful choice of a par ner
please use Your handkerchief
A nice thing about being poor is
In Uruguay, until within a few yea
To the Iprofeehional man whose 1 fewer failures in it and
more sue- you don't make enemies for refusing the sale of hides was the
is most decidd4 necessary, it is farhome
The man looked .at her blankly a
life is as important in the fur- ceases.
only
partof
moment or two. Then a light broke
to found public institutions.
cattle industry that yielded say ea
over his face.
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to be relied upon, there still remains
in the island a majority. enthusiastically in his favor. Among the influential men of that majority, it is recalled, are not a few of "Schoolmaster •Paima's boys"—boys who were
trained in the country school at Central Valley, and later returned to the
land of their fathers, all devoted to
the interests of the kindly teacher
who played the part of foster parent
to them during their absence from
Cuba.

WHEN DID YOU BUY

ROW THE
PRESERVES HIS SPECIMENS.

It Is Necessary to Have Outfits as
Exteusive as Those of Hunters
of Big Game—Some Particulars.

YOUR PIANO

Washington, D. C., Sept. v.—TomUS WORSHOPS ARE RUNNING
as Estrada Palma did not consider it
FULL BLAST TURNING
OUT TOYS.
extraordinary that he a country
Those who think deer or mountain
schoolmaster of New York state,
hunting to he hard work ought to
lion
should he transformed suddenly into
hawks' nests for awhile
hunting
try
of
of
president
In
republic
the
Cuba.
,Oreat Ships Loaded With the Latest
of the really strenuous
taste
a
get
and
his
mind
own
he bad been the legal
Works of Art Arrived at
all over the world,
neat
Hawks
life.
possiessior of the high title neatly
Philadelphia.
from the equator to the far north; they
thirty years before he was installed
make up one of the largest and most
on Mlay 2o, 1902. Had not the revo- JEFFRIES GETS BACK
IN THE RING widely known of any of the bird famformally elected hint their
lutionists
While the children of Naducah have leader between skirmishes with the
Wes. To them belong the great bald
been amusing themselves with the va- 'Spanish tyrants in the ten years' war? Billy Delaney Persuades the Retired eagles and the tiny sparrow hawks
Champion to Take Up the
everyone knows. But their habits are
rious summer games old Santa Claus To his peaceful neighbors at Central
Game Again.
a. different, so that methods which
has been busily engaged getting Valley, N. Y., where he conducted his
will result in the finding of one hawk's
ready for Christmas. His toy and school for eighteen years of the waitSan Francisco, Sept. 27.—Big Jim nest, says the Los Angeles Times, will
notion shops have been running night ing period, he said little, but the few
Jeffrica, retired champion of the take the hunter directly by tho home
' ,'• o so- ! .1 large force in various wio k;iew ii.i horaos
:places have been employed in pre- he persisted in claiming the office, world, has announced his return to of another species. The little sparrow
paring appropriate, presents for the even in the midst of his captivity in a the ring. He stands ready to Am' hawk lays its MIS in a hollow tree,
any man selected by his old manager,1 while the eagle builds a bulky nest ol
good children who study hard and Spanish fortress.
Billy Delaney.
all sorts of sticks and places it in the
obey their pliretts lid teachers. Old
"I am president of the Cuban regoJeffries
arrived
ts
V017 tiptop of the highest available
at
and
yesdecision
this
child
loves
good
a
Santa
public," he said to his guards when
ing to provide for him or her. In- they demanded his "occupation," in terday. He was in the city for a few tree.
The hawk hunter—who, by the way,
formation comes that the steamship the course of a census at the battle- hours while on his return from Orehimself an "oologist"—takes with
decks
to
calls
gon
Los Angeles. He was met
Menominee, loaded to its upper
rnented prison among the Pyrenees in here by
Delaney, and the two paid a him as much of an outfit as would,'a
with all kinds of toys from Antwerp, 1878.
visit to the hostelry of Eddie Gra- deer hunter. First of all, he wears a
has arrived at Philadelphia. From
His election, therefore, after the resuit of duck or khaki, lemon, or, preferthese wonderful stores old Santa cent war was looked upon merely as ney, on Fillmore street.
ably, forest green in color, and instead
supplies,
It
said
is
that
Graney
his
to
contrived
purchase
Claus will
a restoration of his rights. With no
hunter,
which it is said will exceed in beauty 'special elation, though with the mod- leave Delaney and Jeffries alone in of the usual heavy shoes of a
which yield to
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long,
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any
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and
esty that has always characterized
foot and cling
long past. Its precious cargo, which him, he leaped out of enforced ob- riod that Delaney got in his deadly every movement of the
of treea as
is a veritable childhood's paradise, scurity into the Havana palace once work. He strongly advised Jeffries to as tenaciously to the bark
him in
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take
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by
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this Christmas. Even now, while general of Spain. As if he had been
by teleused
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the
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whacking
as
happy
king
all
a
as
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are
now,
grimy boys
accustomed to the new position in all
and telegraph linemen. Added
on the lots, a thoughtful Santa Claus the decades of retirement, he went the world's goods I need and haven't phone
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this
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toys
a
even
many
in
care
the
how
I
world.
go
calculating
can
Is
complex task of running a
the
about
so that it may be easily carend
each
take to bring happiness to every child government with as much apparent away on a 'hunting trip and while I
in which the eggs are careand
ried,
am absent the alfalfa is growing and
In the country.
confidence as he had, shown when he
in cotton.
packed
fully
theory
the
out
the cattle arc fattening. It I desire
So now this knocks
established a private academy to tide
Entering the forest or the cliff-walled
the farm and take up fighting, who
completely that there isn't any Santa over 'his banishment.
canyon, the modern hawker strikes out
Claus.
weakness of can tell what's going to happen'?"
the
be
may
VVIhatever
as silently as any
Delaney pleaded with his o9d pro- earr2illy, treading
And such toys! To say that there
no
is
there
Palma,
the skies freEstrada
searching
Tomas
hunter,
deer
to
is everythng under the sun among
glass for the great
in his makeup. tege. He said it was a shame
self-possession
field
of
a
lack
with
quently
idea
have so much brawn and cleverness
them would hardly convey the
And along with 'this quality he has
birds he seeks. Hawks, eagles and
of the kind and quality in the hold skill at organivation and industry. and fighting force lying fallow.
most of the owls nest in early spring
"You're as good as you ever were,
of the Menominee.
modpersonal
combined
the first of February to the end
has
from
he
That
right now, Jim, and it may be quite
Besides the hundreds of things
his
with
politeness
unfailing
so that the collector must be
May,
and
esty
of
which belong to Toyland, there is no
has been, different a year or two from now. afield early in order to get eggs in
office
the
for
fitness
mental
There's an, old saying, you know,
end of toys just like the latest inwhich incubation has not commenced
no doubt, a supplementary cause of his
ventions. Let a man invent somea retired champion always gets He scans the tops of trees or such
that
so
for
troubles
avoiding
in
success
thing that flies, sinks or moves, and
back into the game at least once, and likely places as he knows and, finding
long.
you have it in Toyland.
I want to see you take your second some great bulk of sticks looming
this
underestimating
Without
The Henderson Journal, speaking
you are at your
darkly against the sun, he lays down
worth, it goes without saying that whirl at fighting while
of this ship and the toys, says:
best."
numers
his paxaplaemalia and ascends the tree
are
too
none
There is no end of submarine capable leaders
Delaney said a whole lot more, and If the hawk be one of the large specie,
moderof
man
a
Even
Cuba.
in
ous
boats--pleculiar cigar-shaped affairs,
an im- Jeffries put on his considering cap. known as buzzard hawks, a rap on the
with a little captain, who bobs his ate talents was bound to take
councils of the Finally the big champion jumped to trunk of Ile tree will usually send the
head up out of the turret every time portant place in the
nesting bird In screaming llght frott
when Palma his feet and said:
time
new
the
nation
at
the ship comes to the surface. An"All right, I'll do whatever you her home. With the smaller hawks
himself
he
As
foothold
gained
his
light
other submarine boat has a
interviewer: say."
this test does not apply, but the e•
whose rays illumine the water for once remarked to an
"That's all there is to it for the perienced hawker rarely climt,s to •
men that
strong
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so
were
"There
is
it
miles)
when
(childhood
"miles"
no bird can be in
to
nesctfromshich
any one who steppedi to the front and present," said Delaney. "Jim is go- dued
submerged.
of men ing to fight again. Who he will meet
ay.
Then there are torpedo boats that assumed command of a group
and how soon he will be ready are
Once secured and brought Weil
destroy fortresses along the coast. was obliged to become at least a things to be thought of later."
home, the next thing for the "oologist•
quickly."
general,
Dangerous guns protrude from the
to do is to preserve the eggs. This he
Yet the career of the republic's
sides of the boats, and they can realCREWS WINTER IN ARCTIC does by drilling • small hole in ono
of
are
personality
his
and
president
ly destroy. The forts come with the
aide of the egg and removing the cos
boats, and, strange to say, they are unusual interest. Few, if any, of his Out of Five Hundred Whalers Only
tents by means of a blowpipe. !nitro
through
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have
countrymen
made to destroy.
One Death Is Reported.
ments are manufactured for this pun
Then there are battleships from all more varied adventures, served their
and many are of intricate make
pose,
steadfastand
continuously
so
cause
Admirals
the nations of the earth
Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 27.—Five hun- for use when the eggs are valuable
and crews come with the ships. ly, or displayed the conservatism dred sailors wintered in the Arctic and so far incubated as to be unsav
Speaking of admirals, there is one that has been his distinguishing omen with the loss of only one life, able with the unaided blowpipe
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cumstance like this: About thirty Spanish cpatain, Mozo Viejo
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old man who had a son who married castle, Havana, he was sent to Spain, + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
•good income In his profession is now
a wife. They had a son and the young where he 'spent ten months in various
Henderson, September 26-4 days. earning his living as a cab driver. Re
man died, then the old man married prisons, his last stop being in the
bee taken this step to spite his diFalmouth, S9Oitember 26-4 doesthe young man's wife, which was the fortress of Giguems, in the foothills
vorced wife. Wherever he went she
rembrolce, September 27-3 days....
old man's daughter-in-law. They had of the Pyrenees It was there that he
pot a Hen on his salary. The actot
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and to restore to the people the
government which belongs to them.
"In talking with a man it is only
necessary to ask him the truth about
PUBLISHED BY THE
himself.
REGISTER NZNVSPAPER CO.
"Ask him whether he knows tha
(Incorporataed.)
the conspiracy of the ice truSt
At Register Building, 523 Broadway prevented the harvesting of a regular
ice crop. Ask him how much he p ys
for ice and how much suffering the MR. STANLEY MILLER OF CITY CLAIMED IT HAS DISPOSED
President
WILHELM,
JAMES E.
OF MEXICO, TAKES THE
OF LIQUOR WITHOUT A
Treasurer ice trust causes among the poor.
JOHN WILHELM,
POSITION.
LICENSE.
s
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of
especially
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"Ask him
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
the thg public rascals that are opthe Independence League
Eltred at the Postoffice of Paadu- posed to
movement. He will not be ble to The Sewerage Contract Has Been Irene Clemons Held to the Grand
cah, ry., as second-class mail matter.
Let to Thomas Bridges Who is
Jury on Two Charges of Passmention by name a single public
Now Ordering Material.
Lots of shoes that are "good for
ing Worthless Checks.
enemy that is not also an enemy of
the money" are not good for
anything else.
$5.00 the Independence League and all
One Year
2.50
Good material and good workmen
Six Months
that it stands for. •
produce stylish, good wearing shoes.
1.25 'There is no need of complicated
Three Months
After many weeks of negotiations,
Yesterday morning in the police
.10
A look at, a try on and a term
City Engineer L. A. Washington has court the Paducah Distilleries
One Week
argument in this case.
of wear is what we ask
comof you now and we shall win
Anyone failing to receive this paper "Every man of intellige nce knows at last procured an efficient assistant pany
your regard for
was
warranted
on
the
charge
regularly should report the matter to that he has practically nothing to engineer, who arrived in the city sev- of selling
liquor without a license.
eral days ago and is waiting to be
The Register Office at once. Tele- say about his own government.
Judge Puryear continued all the warplaced to work. He is Mr. Stanley
phone Cumberland 318.
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formerly of Baton Rouge, La., rants over until today. The charges
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rebellion Power Company
of
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against trust government is a moveeomes highly recommeuded •the_ city_ authorities because the conment of common sense and seff-re- and seems to thoroughly understand cern used obscene literature in adFriday Morning, September 28, 1906. spect. Work for it, work pith it. his business.
He is now awaiting the vertising its business. The company
Urge your friends to assert them- return of Engineer Wlashington from was 'then on Second street near
selves as men entitled to vote, to Chicago, where the latter went to at- Broadway. but now has the stock
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and have their say in a country tend the annual convention of the stored on Third near Kentucky
think
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The fact that in many of
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that was made for them and not for Municipalities Association of the United States. He is expected to rethe two leading political parties are half a dozen trust managers.'
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He is secured by Engineer Washing- fsr $2. Her bond in each case was
the most bitter partisens ten years
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The malicious ass.fult
loon d istriet. It is easier to police has so many other things to look
charge
pounced independent voters. They
Are you interested in a good time piece?
confined after that he has not the time to de- ageinst Tom Lowery a n*L. Eettrnett
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are
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where
a
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long since became convinced that the
in Dueber .Hampden watches, one of
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to
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business portions, and far less
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The contract to construct these row. They are accused of pounding
so-called leaders of the party were
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or
crim e results from such a rule. The sewers has been let to Contractor
any movement you
another over the heed with rocks in
Out for the stuff and ready to do the
wish. Let US repair your watch.
saloon district ordinance in Paducah Thomas Bridges, his bid being $:19,- the commons near the Union depot
wiil of those who had designs upon
750,24, and he expects to start on the one week ago.
sh uld be revived' and passed.
PHONE 161 OLD
the public. The scales have fallen
undertaking shortly, being at present
The three cases against L. M.
at work ordering his material for the Stephon, the druggi•t. were e•mtinued
if your clocic is out of onaer; we will
fiom the eyes of the voters, and
call for it and warrant
The ceief topic for discussion beevery job in our line. Beautiful wedding
realizing that the average party lead- ore the session of the League of mammoth undertaking. It will take until tomorrow. lie is ac:rised of
presents in sterlabout one year to complete the im- selling
cocaine without a prescription.
ing silver, cut glass or hand painted
er was out for self, the voter has American Municipalities, now being provement.
china.
We are offering
John Hagerty was fined $5 for dissome special low prices for the next to days.
fellowed his example and now votes held in Chicago, is the public ownerorderly conduct, while Ed Wilson
Street Signs.
for his own interests.
ship of public utilities. There is one
was fined $25 for entering thee !Bolin
(St. Louis Republic.)
So strong has the independent pointed fact in connection with the
restaurant, eating a meal and then reIt is not conceivable, that the
movement become in this country, matter and that is nearly every city
fusing to pay for it.
3:3 BROADWAY
Municipal Assembly and the Mayor
Early Avery, colored, ..ould not
that in cities like New York and in the country is going on record for of St. Louis can be brought to agree
J.
A. Konetsica, Jeweler and Optician.
Chicago, there has been formed owning the public utilities, and not a upon legislat'on licensing advertising agree to return to Clarksville, Tenn.
with Marshal Robertson, of that city. numunassammuns===nutstiMnsumma
leagues known and styled as the In- single one that does own them are signs for the full width of the side- without a requisition, the
sununnursttuumnizt
judge orwalks. St. Lous has rid itself of these
dependence League. Thousands of trying to get rid of them.
unsightly nuisances and it should dered the darky held in jail until the
the very best citizens in the counstand firmly by the reform it has ac- marshal could obtain the necessary
documents.
t-y are members of those organizaEx-Banker Stensland is now a con- complished
ticns and they are growing at such . t in the Joliet penitentiary. Three
I tate that the league may almost months ago he was respected and had
be classed as a party. The object the confidence of the people. Now he
of the Independence League, and occupies a felon's cell and may die bethere should be one in every city, is fore his term expires.
THOUSANDS OUT TO WITNESS MR.
set fortlien an editorial in the ChiPEAleSCt;
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cago Examiner which has this to
FOR
BARNUM AND BAILEY.
DAYTON, 01110
say on the subject:
JUDGE REED FINISHED WITH REV. CAVE WILL RETURN TOAll that work, all that produce
ITAT, FROM FULTON
EVERYTHING BUT THEM
somethng in return for the living
Very Muddy and Inclement But He Becomes
GATHERING.
BENTON.
AT
Assistant to Mr olake
that the country give them, are in•
Many Braved This and Were
Godfrey Who Has Cha F, of
terested in the Independence League.
Fully Repaid for Trouble.
Important Bramert
"It is the party of the producing
Undo Murphy Was Placed in Jail Louisville Conference Nov in Session
eiesses—of the farm er, the mechanic,
at Central City by Methodists—
Here Yesterday by Deputy Marthie-laborer, the bus'ness man, the in- THREE ARBITRATORS WERE
Despite the fact that yesterday
Temple Isreal Services.
Brown.
shal
Mr. Pierson Lockwood left
Wade
dustrioueelerk. It is the party that
ABSENT AT MEETING
yesand last evening were very incle- terday
for
represents the determination of those
LAST EVENING.
ment, thousand were out to witness and become Dayton, Ohm, to .locate
seeistant to M. i3.ake
who produce to be governed , no
Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First gres- the Barnum & Balky circus, which
Judge W. M. Reed finished with
Godfrey, who has charge of the
longer by these whe live upon the
boy's
everything except the grand jury- yes- byterian church, will re urn today pleased highly as it always does, the department
in the Young Men's
tasiducers.
Probable That if Nothing is Effected terday at Benton, and returned to his from Fulton where he has been at- attractions beingr _of the
same Christian
Association of that city.
"The Independencs League repreMonday Night, Question Will Be
home in the city. The grand jury tending the gathering of tile Paducah high-class order that has character Mr. Godfrey Ns the sterling
Presbytery.
Many
dele.Tates
sents rebellion against government
have
Turned Back to Trustees.
has a number of matters ie desires
and
zed this circus for years.
by trusts, against taxation without
to investigate and the judge permit- been there and considerable import- 'The seats were not filled to their progressive young man who was SeCant
retary
business
transacted. Rev. Benof the local Y. M. C. A. before
the permission of tee taxed as that
ted ;hem to remain in sesston until
jamin Andres, of Marion, was selected utmost capacity, but thousands were it disbanded a year or two
taxation is now carried on.
ago, AfThe school arbitration committee finished. He dismissed the petit jur- moderator and
Out
for
performance,
each
and turned ter
Rev. C. N. Whorton
departing from here 'he resumed
_"The officials of today do not was to hold another session last ev- ors and brought everything to a close
away
greatly
delighted.
It
was
very
his work in the state office at
represent the people—and the peo- ening at the office of Mr. Eli G. with exception of these investigations of Marganfield, the clerk.
LouRev Frank Hawley, of Fulton, has muddy around the grounds. but the isville, but last
ple know it. The officials are put Boone, one of the members, but on
Sack In Jail.
spring accepted the
people
trtniltred
through
this
ankle
offer to go to Dayton and
Deputy United States Marshal been given charge of the .. church deep.
in office by bosses that the trusts account of three of the committeemen
take
there, to preaeh every Sunday morncharge of the boys department
cern. and then they work for the being absent, nothing was dene as the Wade Brown yesterday brought back ing and evening.
for
A
number
of
new
entertaining
and
Heretofore
he has
the organization of that
members do not desire to act without to this city Lindo Murphy, who was preached in town during
trusts that own their bosses.
city.
features could be seen in every ring,
morning,
the
lodged in the county jail, where he is
The Dayton Y. M. C. A., owns
"Wealth created by .all the people a full representation by both sides.
a
and in the country (luring the evening. and the propretors by their attracIt has been three weeks now since being heed awaiting the United States
handsome
building, has a membership
(eight to belong to all the people.
installation, service occurred last tions showed they were still the oldHis
of several thousand and maintains
That is clear. The rulers of the the matter was turned over by the court on the charge of bootlegging evening .
its
time leaders in their line which they
different departments in a very handcountr • oelay 'have become rulers trustees to the arbitration body, but He has just finished serving a sen,Louisville
Conference.
have
headed
for
years.
by their power to steal for them- it seems nothing can be accomplish- tence given him at the Edderville peniRev. Peter Fields of the Third
Fred Zradner, one of the acro- some and attractive manner.
tentiary for robbing a man in this
Mr. Lockwood has always been
selves the national and city property. ed'. Although it was not voted to
street Methodist church, and Dr. J. bats had to be left here in Riverside
do so last evening, it is probable that city, and on being released, the deputy 1) Smith left
deeply interested in Y. M. A. C. and
They put in office
yesterday
Central
for
and
keep if nothing
hospital
on
being
account
of
attacked
can be effected by fleet marshal met him M the door of the City to attend the Louisville Methoin office the officials that
are Monday evening
with appendicitis yesterday. He will churdh work in this city, and being a
prison and arrested him for the bootthat
the
committeeyoung man of unusually energetic
rfist conference that is now in session probably have to be operated upon.
most servile in helping on their
men will surrender the matter and legging charge. He was out on bond at that place.
and
Vigorous qualities, will make a
stealing plans.
The circus got away this morning
turn it hack to the twelve trustees to for the bootlegging accusation bat his
success
Day
Atonement.
of
in his new field. He is one
"The Gas Trust, the Ice Trust, the let them
for
Cairo where it shows today.
adjust matters as best they sureties gave him up:
This evening at 7:30 o'clock special
of Paducah's beet and most popular
telephone .monopoly—all the ingen- tam
services will be conducted at Temple
young men, and on his departure
iously planned corporaeions—oppress
On the three absentees reventing
CRACKS IT: WILL LIVE Isreal, commemorative of the Day of
carried with him the wishes of all for
lid rob the people in the -eltiee.
ELKS HOME.
the desired gathering lest ;vening, it
success and prosperity, ig_Dayton.
"In the country the farmers are at was decided+ to try and bold another Chinese Laundry Is Wrecked as Re- Atonement, the subject being "Thou
Art The Wan." Tomorrow morning
the mercy of. railroads taxing them session next Monday evening, and if
Brethren
Mayfield
Pr
Will
sult oil Celestial's Mistake.
at 9:3o c?docle worship will again he
more heavily than any government attempts at settlei ent prove futile,
Take Up the Idea Shortly.
held, with topic of "True AtoneVOOTBALL PLAYER IS KILLED
would
dream
ce taxing them. this alternative will robably be takCleveland, 0., Sept. 27.—Vee Hing, :tient".
Throughout the entire country 'it :s en.
on
The Mayfield Messenger of yesterproprietor of a clothes washery
Church Societies,
Superintendent Lieb has been sick Elm street, mew knows the difference
a struggle of the indtvidual to keep
The Missionary society
of the day speaks as follows regarding the Kicked in Head, Troy, N. Ya Youth
his chance in life. to keep out of with lumbago for several days, but between a railroad toepedo 'wild a First Presbyterian church meets this Elks there erecting a handsome
'Expires Soon After.
the clutches of organized monoply. was yesterday able to be at his offioe nut. He gained his knowledge through 'afternoon at 3:30 o'cl,-ick at the lec- home:
"How would a $5000 Elics home
bitter 'experience.
Princeton, N. J., Sept. ea.—While
"No wonder the Independence again in the high school
ture room
to
otteralls
his
look
sent
railroad
in Mayfield? While that may 'carrying the hall over for a touchman
A
ltague has come into being.
The
Duties
society
Mite
EU
cot
No
Hing's laundry, forgetting to teeriove First Baptist church will not meet sound a little curious anti funny to down in A practice game of footwonder the nation witnesses a move- RUSSELL SAGE
HEIR IS DEAD a railroad torpedo from one of the
this afternoon with Mrs. Lassiter, ac- some people, yet such a funny thing ball at Lawrenceville today John P.
ment for political independence such
is possible and probable. The May- Kennedy, captain and right
Pockets. Hirrg discovered the torpe- count the 'bad weather.
as hasi.ppt heti:igen in many *ears.
half back
field
lodge is aufficiently strong td of the Lawrenceville
do.
fealfze that even their
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept
eleven, was
27.—Earl "Nice nutty," he murmured to himerect such a building, and the ques- kicked in the
vote le made into a joke. They find Chapin 74 years old, a resident of
Twisting the Lion's Tongue.
head. He walked off
reached for a flat. iron.
tion
he
is being agitated by some of the the field
self
as
examining
Time
(closely
that the ballot, which, they thought the national soldiers' home and who
Father
apparently
unhurt, but died
His innocent curiosity prompted
members and will be brought before an
small incision in tree trunk)—Who's
hour later in- the gymnasium of
always would protect them in the was said to have bsen one of the
the lodge. In nearly every city in
him to crack open the torpedo. He been trying
the school. He was 21 years of age
to cut this tree down?
end, is a dull, blunt weapon, made heirs to the estate of his uncle, laid it on the floor and gave it a
the United States the Elks have a
and his borne was at Troy, N. Y.
Teddy Roosevelt (in manner of handsome
;useless by dishonesty.
Russell Sage, is dead. Chapin had bang with the flat iron.
home and one in Mayfield
• —
. "The people of this country would been ailing front general debility for
They may Save Hing, b the laun- young George Washington)—Father would be a feather in the city's cap.
I Ian not tel a Ii. I did at with my There are plenty of available lots on
not be men worthy of free govern- seme time None of his relatives WUF dry floor is a wreck.
Mr. Richard McGregor, the newslitl ax.
ment if they had not united, as they with him during his last hours. It
which to build and the Messenger paper man, has gone to Mattoon,
Father Time—Ah, well- Boys will would rejoice to see the glad. news Ill., to take a position on the
have united through the ,
is said Chapin's share of the Sage
Mr. T. tta PresnelYOt,S1nithlauhh1
paper
be bovI—Puner.
asset league, to protect themselves estate was $eo,00ca
there.
aninounced."
in the citieon bum' set.'
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ASSISTANT TO WARRANTS FOR
CITY ENGINEER DISTILERY CO.

1.

For

Men and Women

-s

MEN AND MEN.
PATENT, CALF AND VIC1110.
BUTTON,
BALS,
AND
BLUCHERS

COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY.

"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER---THAT'S QUALITY."

"WATCHES"

Eye-See Jewelry CIIN Optical Co.

PRESBYTERY
GRAND JURY
WILL CLOSE
STILL SITS

YESTERDAY
ASSISTANT IN
CIRCUS DAY BOYS DEPARTMENT

MEETING COULD
NOT BE HELD

'

A

•

t. . GREEK HAS TO PAY THE
REMAINING $700 OF FINE
HE

FOR $250 WITH UNDERSTANDING
OFF
WAS
LET
THAT HE NEVER VIOLA TE THE LAW AGAIN, BUT UPON ANOTHER CONVICTIO N HE WILL HAVE TO BEAR
THE ENTIRE COST ASSESSED AGAINST HIM.

LIARNE
...COAL...

E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
.BElit KENTUCKY
CoAl sold on the market. Why send
your money out
of the state when you can buy a
Kentucky product
for less money, and get as good fuel for
any domestic purpose as
money will buy.

W

When you buy

Kentucky Coal, you
William Greek, the foreigner who of the fines, with the understanding
are
foste
ring
home
and state enterliquid
refreshm
1611111111intartugagg_
and
ent
that he was to pay the other $70o
keeps the
•Ir2i
•
prises
,
and
entrance to if he ever violated the law again.
when
the
outside
yoniJ
ay
jast
stand
Luzer
ne
f
you are getting the best Kentucky
9
Yesterday Justice
AN, allace park, has shown what a
Emery
had
ts
fool he is by not letting well enough Greek before him in the mtgisterial
produ
ces.
he cc.tut on the charge of selling intoxalone. By behaving himself
could have gotten off by paying icants. Greek confessed to violating
$250 fines, but as it ia he has to pay the law and was fined $50
Judge Lightfoot, after yesterday's
We also handle all sizes
$50 more in Justice Emery's court
and $700 additional in Judge Light- trial, said he would compelle Greek
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
foot's court. It is all because he to pay the other $700 he was relived
could not resist the temptation to of several months ago, upon his
Coal at $9,00 per ton
sell intoxicating drinks without a lic- pledge
behavior.
of
good
If
ense. at his stand near the park.
Greek cannot ps'y it, the judge will
Several months a_go a large number send him to jail. In_trying the cases
oI charges;tete lodged
against at the tine the judge. stated 'he
f + +
,Greek in the court of Judge Light- wanted to break up this practice on
foot, charging him with selling liquor the part of Greek, as the stuff sold
PERSONAL MENTION.
without a license at his place of busi- ,.vas claimed to be non-intoxicating,
ness, and with also having disposed when in fact it made anyone as drunk
+++++
+
—PAUL 0 STENSLAND.
of the bevrage of minors. Judge as any other beverage.
Mrs.
Ben Lane of LaCenter was
Lightfoot fined Greek $050, but upon
The judge believes that by comin the city yesterday shopping.
the latter agreeing to never again pelling Greek to pay the remaining EMBRACING SOBBING DAUGHTER
FOR LAST TIME BEFORE
Superintendent Egan of the Louissell in intoxicating beverages with- $7co of the fine that it will break
ENTERING PRISON, STENSLAND
DECLARES ALL HOPE
ville
division for the I. C., is in the
out first procuring a license, the up the place, and also the abominable
DEAD.
MRS. ELIZABETH
RUDOLPH city.
judge let himrot eying only dap practice.
SUCCUMBED TO TYPHOID
meEmnpgh
R. E. Pike is visiting in
FEVER YESTERDAY.
is.
(BY EVELYN CAMPBELL IN CHICAG
O EXAMINER)
Messrs S., A. Barker, Liston Cross
and B. P. Ctillon went to Princeton
"When the prison doors close be- t7ain
into Chicago. Tears he . had
Was Wife of Mr. Finis Rudolph, and yesterday to attend court.
'hihd me I shall have left all hope shed,
despair had overspread his
Mr. P. M. Stephon has gone to
Will Be Buried Today at Oak
tehInd."
face, but displeasure he had not
Henderson, Ky., to attend the bedStanding in an anteroom of Judge shown until
Grove Cemetery.
the name of Mrs. Lange
side of his father, Mr. Martin StepKersten's courtroom awaiting the don was
mentioned.
bon
who is very low.
carriage that was to convey him on
"I have heard nothing from her,"
Mrs. F. L. Edmunds and daughter
the
first
stage of his journey t) he said shortly.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rudolph died yes- of
LIEUTENANT THOMAS POTTER AND CITY JAILER THOMAS
Denver, returned home yesterday
terday morning at i o'clock, after a after
EVITTS GO DOWN TO GIVE EVIDENCE IN THE CELE- Joliet, Paul 0. Stensland answered
visiting the former's parents.
Mrs. Sandberg broke in.
five week's illness with typhoid fever Captain and
BRATED ACTION, WHEREIN
LIGHTFOOT HAS TWICE in these words when asked if he had
Mrs. Mike Williams.
"She has passed entirely out of our at
their home in 1721 South Sixth
BEEN SENTENCED TO HANG, BUT EACH TIME THE SU- any message to leave for the peopl.! lives," she
Mrs. Wm. Gray has returned from
said.
"Sc
passed
out'
of
street.
of Chicago.
PREME COURT REVERSED THE LOWER TRIBUNAL.
visiting in Hopkinsville.
none several years ago. I do not
The deceased was a most noble
a'All I want is to make what reSpecial Policeman Dick Tolbert, of
w:sh even to hear her name, much
raration I can," he said brokenly,
Christian lady, held in high estima- the I. C., has gone to Memphis
less
to
to
speak
of her."
City Jailer Thomas Evetts will his check, given him for wages due the cadence of his voice showing the
orm by her many freinds wfi-o deeply testify in the Win. Lightfoot
murder
The
tones
were
quiet
but
bitter grieve at her death. She was
leave today for Memphis to attend for working on the system. Lightfoot crusthing despair that had seized him.
forty charge.
and Sloane were riding together, and "I am a sick man. I am crushed in with contempt and hatred.
years of age and had made this city 'Miss Marshall PresneH of Smithtrial of William Lightfoot, colored,
Jailer' Whitman touched the con- her home
the next morning the dead body of spirit. This means death for
for many years. She was land will visit Miss Nell Barry next
who is charged with murdering Roy the white boy
me- yicted bank president on the arm.
was found lying be- I shall never come out alive."
the Nvife of Mr. Finis Rudolph, the week.
Sloane, v.-kite, several years ago. Lieu- side the track near
"We are ready," he said.
Woodstock, Tenn.,
Dr. E. G. Stamper and wife returnwell known tender of the crossingA woman's grasping cry inter •
tenant Thomas Potter goes down stripped of
"But where is Theodore " asked gates
watch and valuables. rupted him, a woman's arms
maintained by the N., C. & St. ed last evening from Cairo where
ennext Morsday to appear in the case,
the father piteously.
Suspicion was directed towards the
L. railroad where Caldwell street they attended the wedding of Miss
folded him close, a woman's tears
he and the jailer both being witness- negro, who was traced
to this city and dropped upon
Eunice Conant and pr. Cox.
But
Theodore
Stensland was no- touches the Union depot.
his face as her voice
es to testify to the character of some arrested just as he WAS entering
Misses Gladys, Edna and Master
the
where
to
be
found.
and
Besides
exclaime
after
her husband, she leaves
d passionately:
parties sem reside here and made af- pay car to t.t.311
a
Charles
.
The
e
Wallace of Louisville are
capmoment'
s
delay, the old man with his five children, onis sister and
fidnvits in favor of the accused.
"Don't say that, father. Don't dare
three visiting Mir. Owen Sullivan.
ture was effectedrret
Mcdaughter'
s
arm
around
brothers.
him and
This morning at zo o'clock
This case has attracted much at- Ctrursey, who was employed at ?item- to say it. It isn't so."
Miss Ora Morehead of Springfield,
escorted by Jailer John 'Whitman the funeral services sill occur
tention over 'Western Kentucky and phis by the. I. C. He was accomClasped in Daughter's Arms.
at the Ill., arrived yesterday to visit Mrs.
and
Chief
Deputy
residence
, with interment following Pat
Sheriff Charles
Tennessee, because Lightfoot has panied by Special Policeman Dick.
The protecting arms, the protestO'Brien.
been sentenced to hang twice_ but
Lightfootsbialiiillia back to Mem- ing voice, were those of the default- McMann, walked down the stairs of at Oak gspve cemetery. The pa"Mrs. Charles Brown has gone to
the
criminal
court
bearers
each time the matter was carried to phis and twice convicted, each time ing bank president's daughter, Mrs.
are Gs(413."Singleton, Joseph Chltersville, Ili., to
building to the
visit relatives.
the supreme court of Tennessee and being sentenced to hang. His people Inga Sandberg. She is a very tall *Michigan street entrance where a F. Potter. George Z. Umbaugh,
MT T. A. Parsley and wife of InIitM trials ordered by the circuit trib- have money though, and they have woman, towering a head above Stens- carriage was waiting to take them to Frank S. Dtgel, Robert Spore and dianapolis, Ind., have
returned home
unal.
bitterly fought the case, employing land, and her attitude was fiercer/ the Polk street station.
Henry Counts.
after visiting Mrs. R. L. Tate.
Lightfoot was employed by the 11- able legal talent that carried the mat- maternal as she clasped him in
All
the
way to the station the old
Mrs. Josh Boaz, Sr., has returned
her
l'itois 'Central railroad out of Jack- ter to the supreme court, and twice strong . arms and pillowed his gray man's head rested on his daughter's
to her home near Florence Station.
CAN
REGUL
ATE
son, Tenn. Sloan was a young rail- had the death sentence set aside.
shoulder; all- the way to Joilet Mrs.
after undergoing treatment at Rivernead on her bosom.
TELEPHONE RATES side
roader employed by the same line
The third trial is now coming up, "There have been
Saitilber
g
sat
hospital.
beside
her
father in the
many
so
lies
told
down in Mississippi. The latter was Lieutenant Potter and Jailer Evitts
Mr. Henry E. Thompson, the newsdarkened car, screening him from obabout
you,
father,"
the
said,
"but
I
City Attorney Richards Holds That
a mere lad and was "dead beading" getting word that work of making up
paper man, has returned from St_
servation and holding his hand in
The Council Has This
his way to Greenville, Ky.. to visit his the jury was started yesterday. As it know."
Louis.
('r'
S.
The
old
man Shook his headgil
Power.
brother. On the same train Light- will take until Ndonday to get to him,
Miss Adaii Parks of McHenry, Ky..
Only when the cell door clanged
foot was coming to Paducah to meet the lieuten100,hot go down un- put her arms gently aside as he
has arrived to resume her position
-beh
ind
convict
slowly:
9902. who but a few
Louisville, Seat. 27.—In an opinion at the Balsley
the Illinois Central pay car and cash til Chen
gi
his evidence
millinery house.
"I do not deserve sympathy nor moments before was Paul 0. Stens- submitted to
,B,s,yision.committee
Mr. Luther Carson has returned
of
the
land,
kindness. I have done wrong, but
did his daughter leave him.
board digger-men City Attor- from Murray.
my punishment is even more bitter Then /he collapsed in a dead faint ney Richards 'holds that the council
Miss Olga List will return next
while her father , his head bowed has the right to regulate telept:
than I thought.
week from visiting in Michigan.
"Not the pentientiary," he inter- in his hands, vs-as experiencing the rates. Judge Richards says the matMiss Hattie Woods of Benton is
ter has never been brought to a local
rupted himself to say, "That isn't first hour of his punishment.
visiting Miss Lizzie Hall.
test
in
Kentucky, Nit that the courts
to be compared with the humiiiatioa,
iMiarshal William
McCullom of
of other states have held the
and above all the remorse—
cotmcil Kuttawa was here e-sterday for the
has this power, and he believes
the circus.
"Ah!" he said shudderingly. "All
Commissioner's Sale.
same decision would be renderekt
in
those poor people who trusted me!"
Capt. Thomas Herndon has reIn pursuance of a judgment of Mc- Kentucky.
"Father,
father,"
cried
SandMrs.
tcrned
fermi Sashv'lle, Tenn.
CERCORDIALLY GREETED AT THE
Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
SPORTS IN THAT CITY
berg, reproachfully, 'you know you Septembe
ROUGH
HAVE
RESIDE
r
term,
NCE
1906, in the action of
TAINLY
OF
MRS.
a
did not intend to hurt anybody."
Milton Mills, plaintiff, against W. J.
BETTIE BUCKNER.
ROAD TO TRAVEL.
Returns
for
Moment
Spirit
Old
Smith and G. W. Waisner, I will on
Something of the spirit of the past Monday, October 8th,
(about the
when he was the viking king of hour of TO o'clock a. m.) 1906, being
Nude Pictures Must Be Removed November 7th Has Been Set As Date Milwaukee avenue flashed into the county
court day), at the court house
From Montgomery SaFor Osterman-Livngston WedStenslan
d.
blue
Paul
0.
He
eyes
of
door
in
Paducah, Kentucky, sell to
loons.
ding—Melber Couple Marry.
straightened himself involuntarily.
the highest bidder, on a credit of six
130 S. THIRD STREET:
"Believe me, that is true," he said. months. The following described prop
PADUCAH. KY
"There ws4 none of it Intentional. erty lying and being in McCracken
Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 27.—GamMany called last evening at the My judgment was bad. I made bad county, Kentucky towit:
bling in Birmingham, in an organized home of Mrs. Bettie Buckner of investments, and kept putting in good
Lot Uo. a, in the division of the
way, is on a rough road care enough. Eighth and Jefferson streets to meet money after had, 'hoping all the time lands of D. Wt. VVIaisner,
deceased,
When Col. Higdon is Sheriff of the Dr. A. H. Flowers of Boston, Mass., I could pull out and save the money beginning at "C." thence
S.
degrees
4
to
pointing
indicatio
ns
county, with
who is visiting at that residence for entrusted to me.
And when I E. 32 3-7 poles to "J." a stake in cenrelegatbe
will
sport
election,
the
his
before. a few days. He is a brother of the could'n't stave off ruin any longer I ter of road; thence N. Ri 1-2 degrees
ed more,to the rear than ever
late Rev. George Flowers, who for wept aila:
E. 8z 1-2 poles to a stake at "L"
•
Col Higdon asserts that the' gam- same years was
thence N. 4 T-2 degrees W. 32 1-2
the beloved' pastor
stories
"'The
told
on
me
that
him
against
were
Birming
ham
blers of
of the First Christian church in this spent my money on women and poles to a stake at "D." thence S 81
in his campaigfl. for the democratic city, and whose
memory is warmly drunken riots are all utterly false," 1-2 degrees W. 81 1-2 poles to the benomination, all of w'hich had -its inginning. Containing sixteen and onecherished
by
everybod
anyy.
say
doesn't
I
he said. "I have lived fruga:ly.
fluence. Col. Higdon
half
(16 1-2) acres.
have never spent money extravagantThe variety shown by us afford
thing as to what he is going to do
The purchaser will be required to
the widest range for selection gnu
the
in
office
made foolish investments and
when he gets into the
ly,
our
prices
are
give
bond
with
very
low
approved
indeed.
Date
security,
Be
For
sure to ass she advantage,„e
Wedding
gambling
.
lost money. I borrowed money form bearing
way of getting even, bet if
interest at 6 per cent from
are offering this season in
skirmish
the
on
silverwar
Ntovember 7th has .beren s4t as the the bank to try and replace those day of
e.
ie now being ,done
sale, having force of replevin
line it will he stamped out altogether (Lite for the marriage of Milts Martha losses. That is all."
bond,
on
which
executio
n
may issue
-a little later. it is believed that Osterman of Milwaukee, Wis., and rilia-ve you heard anything from Men
040
VIM
when the new sheriff takes hold Mr. Abraham Livingston, the promi- Mrs. Leone Langdon?" I asked.
-This the 5 day of October, too6.'
there will positively be no gambling nent merchant of this city. The
Frowns at Mention of Woman.
Lovett dr Edwards, Attorney.
cereroam
done either by Ate private
mony occurs at the bride's home, and
Paul Stensland frowned ior the
CECIL REED, Master Commismethod or over ,saloons or other after an extensive
wedding tour, the first time since he stepped off the sinner
stoves.
couple come 'here to reside on West
Broadway at the Livingston home.
MUM* Retlleire Shade Pictures.
Mantgornery. Ala, Sept. 27.—May- The betrothal was announced some
or Teague has issued .an order direct- weeks since
ing the removal of Ai nude pictures
its bar rooms and efuls rooms of the
Melber Couple Wed.
city. This is a blow at the negro
dives and means the mayor has deYesterday mornin4, shortly before
termined not to take any schtinces of a noon. Miss Florence Mitchell and
riot here. It is expecte4 this move Mr. A. M. Barkley of the
Melber secwill be followed' by other dues in the tion, were united in
marrage in thSouth and that all pictures of this parlors of the New Richmon
d hotel,
kind will be removed from rlfe. gaze of the service being
peiformed by Rev
the negroes.
W. H. Armstrong of the Trimble
street Methodist church.
The happy pair was accompanied
-e Mr. Ftlehttrd McGregor, the nea95- by Dr.
;
J. L. Dunn, Miss Anna Hunt,
'paper man, liras gone to Mattoo.n. Willard
Rudolph, Miss Lucy Smith
III., to take a position on the papet; Evander
Mitchell, and Mils
Ida
thcre,.
jEze11.

Barry and

Get Our Prices
Both phones 70

Illeolleb

erger

"I SHALL NEVER LEAVE
PENITENTIARY ALIVE"

CHRISTIAN
LADY DIED

LIGHTFOOT'S THIRD TRIAL NOW
ON AT MEMPHIS

GAMBLING IN
FRIENDS MET
BIRMINCHRM DR. FLOWERS

Matta Efinger

Co.

Undertakers and Embalmers,

'31mi

l

....Sterling Silverware..

itYielft

Now is the time for you to fill your coal house.

Jeweler

Lump 12c, Nut 1 Ic

Besii(entucky and Illinois Goal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. `ICING OF CEMENT?'

P. M Cunningham,

Old 960, New 245

Phone

4.

•
%.`

Thirtessedi and Adams

HIS FRIEND ED.
TOWN-BOOMING
IN THE WEST. ltOW THINGS LOOKED TO TOME!

HELEN JASPER.

RUSSIAN GHOST STORIES.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE

kturder Revealed by Spirit Vis:tant
CORRECINW MAY 30, nod.
BY PRANK HURBURT O'HARA.
and a Strange Warning
LATER ON.
of Death.
Marlowe was in to-day and really
William 0. Watson, a well-enown
SOUTH BOUND
No. 'or
No. 203
No. in
:
seemed
.rwyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the ap
quite
enthused
over
his
new
One of the nicest boys ia the office
Leave Cincinnati
In a certain town La the provirce of
•.
... 8:ao a.m.
6:oo p.m.
fencing master. Marlowe thinks there
ded illustration of one of I#e meth is Tommy Swikehart,
but how he used
Minsk, West Russia, a peasant sudden
Leave Louisville'
12:01 p.m.
never before was such a fencer as this
g:40 pan.
adopted to boom a town JAW exist. to bore us about
7:30
his friend, Ed. Kemp
ly disappeared. He was last seen alive
1...11VC Oweraboro
new loatrueter, and Marlowe himself
eines:
•••7 0000000.•.
.
6:30 p.m.
900 sea
ley, when he first blew in from when
leaving the chore% and going home to
Team learnt Branch
Is no novice at the trick.
it is nearly ten years," be says,"since the tall grass
.,..i sae p.m.
rs:o8 am.
110$ AUL
waves. You ought to
his sister, with whom ha lived, relates
Loire Central City
But I'll wager a penny Marlowe's nevi
ille coaentry hereabouts has been, what have seen him then. Honest,
3:30 p.m.
A
;:03 a.m.
an exchange.
1140 PAIL
be looked
Leave Nortorrvilie
fellow couldn't hold a candle to a cermight call. 'bn the bon,' but it has
• 4011 p.m.
1:40 a.m.
1.28 pas.
as if he was Flo going to do a vaudeOne day, in a dream, his sister saw
tain young chap I happened to knot/
Uwe Evansville
tra years since the protandowat ville stunt and
her brother. kie looked pale, his eyes
was dreesed for the
8:3o
ann.
0
11:5
IP-rm
4:4
P.m.
0
bask some seven or eight years ago.
town boomers met us. The last Wearies
were closed, and his legs were brekeo. 14inwe Nashville
part. I didn't think they made that
7:oo p.m.
8:o5 ata.
It
Minelither
was
wail
down
in
the
booming.'
oVerniglii
I
tropics when I wail lie told her that he had been murLeave Hopkinsville
of ;
kind of clothei any more, even in
9:45 p.m.
it:so SAL
In the service. I was clerk to old Henry dered
the town of Lanowack. U yea will go
bum Stenceton
by her husband and his brothers.
Liehtenburg, where Tommy came
, 4:55 PAle.
2:27 a.m.
2:35 gm.
Shoat six miles mat ot Oklahoma City,
Jasper—Henry Chauncey Jasper—per- Ile mentioaed
Arrive Paducah
the exert data and place
from.
6:ro p.m.
3:40 a.m.
4:15
haps you've heard of him. If you have of the deed,
gal will me a mall mime hanging be11101pie
and
Paducah
added
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
that his body
....
6:15 p.m.
3:43 a.m.
side the track, while,stretching onfiery
not, I may as well tell you he had some- was put into
4:20 pan.
Ilbsipe fredton ......
a sack and thrown into the
,•-•
, 720
side as far as you can see,test plain prai- over te me, to give him pointers on thing like it. half million and was down
4:50 a.m.
6:oo pAs.
river. He wanted her to find his body
the work. Then he noticed Tommy's
%Ore
Globs, Tem.
rie, with hardly a house in eight. This
In the tropics just to please his only and
, 8:06 p.m.
5:51 a.m.
have it buried in the family grave.
Aarlore Staves
b Lanowack. The promoter, who had shiny black satchel, w' re he'd laid it daughter, Helen—and a dream she was,
8:r3
6ax a.m.
••
The dream was repeated several
"Where
down.
are
*relive
stay?"
going
you
to
Jackson
been hanging around for some tints, sudtoo, just about twenty and not a month times, and
7:15 a.111.
at last the sister sought the
*alive bfkmphis
denly purchased a quarter section of he asked, and Tommy looked bewii mo a.
-1:ee
8:ao a.m.
advice of her aged father-in-law. He
Nrive New Orleans
lend and tacbed the name on it. He dered and said he hadn't found out
Old Jasper's one hobby, besides Helen, told her
fo:33
8:15
that
it
would
difficult
p.m.
find
to
be
yet
''You
take
the afternoon off and was fencing,
was a boomer. oae of the real sort nho
and I can tell you he took the body, and it as culprits were
end
place,
him
a
Sumter."
says
Watamid sell awl-Ling they got their
NORTH BOIEND
a pile of pride in his drill at Steele&
No. 102
brought to justice her children would be
No. 104
tles to me; and ra there how he cams
No. /22
bands ma.
Well, one day there strolled 12%0 the left orphans; so, after consideri
Leave New Orleans
tion,
7:10 p.m.
to be my root= to.
p:15
a.m.
ooneulate
a tall, handsome fellow with the sister gave the matter up.
'A blind man could see that there
•
Has,. Memphis
"I gneiss I'm •-"ft)
, green," saes the biggest, dreamiest brown
0:45 2.121
8:so p.m.
Was no town there, and nothing to
eyes I
Leave Jackson, Tem •••••
But
her
brother's
spirit
would
not
ol along with me ever saw on a man.
8:o7
ellao pat.
mate a town, but it was the promoter's Tommy. 21 he 1
His cheeks shone rest, and appeared in a dream In the
Lisa Rives
-ex. KeniPlee told fee sad
•••
21:58 p.m.
business to sell just such impossibili- to the joint.
through the olive of his complexion above manner to a friend of his. Soon
Lave Fulton
that the aura eat see U they aaw sa MA I marked him down,right
rye*•if
Ions &IL _2S:35 a-111.than and the sews spread to the local authorities,
ties, ad the way he did it proved him
Arrive
Paducah
aalo
oa tigibiltriti—Igeli-hileTtitere twice."
•
• *Mil ••••••••••• 11130
there, as a heart smasher, and proud of who took the matter
111.12.
• master of his art, The Ur. Col.
1:43 int11.
up. The river was
2.211.
7:40
brave Paducah
"Who's
asked.
Mir
I
.••044•4••••• fluas WEL
the profession, too.
111ell, who was doing the beefiness
I:48 ant.
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much
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possible service.
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settlement of grave international dif•
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